
The Cosmic Christ Mandate 

Service of Abundance, Giving & 
Receiving 

Block 1 Commencing ‘To Divinely Understand’……………………… 

Imagine for a moment, at this early stage of the dissolution of an old world, to the Construction 
of a New World, that there are the needs for greater advanced Spiritual Structural Formulas and 
Templates of Approach; What sort of  Divine Love In Action would you feel would help, indeed 
would be required?  To understand this process, one needs to know what ‘Cosmic Laws’ are and 
what do they mean in terms of the Human Evolution of man and woman.    

To be able to understand expansion, to which level of gifting one’s time, expertise, knowledge 
and experiences, energy, money, in forms of values of whatsoever nature thereof, land, property 
etc, can be Self-Realized.  The following Discourses and excerpts shall hopefully establish clear 
information for one to make a qualified ‘free will’ or voluntary Gratuity or Love Gift while feeling 
no obligation whatsoever in doing so. However, in the years to come world taxes shall be 
abolished, the old administrative structures will collapse under the pressure of miscreation and 
new forms of financial benevolence will be Self Realized based upon the gatherings of groups, 
communities, towns, cities, states, nations, countries and world.  The New Economic Systems will 
come in many forms, and they shall be ‘The People’, those who become Free Sovereign Beings 
within a New Divine Consciousness, Knowing that all are equal and material things shall not hold 
personal ownership as such, rather shall be governed, utilized and shared by the People in 
General, Ambassadors, Guardians, Custodians, Curators and Administers of all that if God’s Live 
and Expression is free to all!  

Yet a system will be required to Deliver and Express The Abundance, Wealth and Richness Of 
God’s Freedom to All Life Streams, Humanity, The Elementals, Devas and Angelic Host, The 
Animals, Plants and Trees and the Mineral and Bio-Systems of Nature’s own balancing processes. 

That will mean for some time yet; the ‘Energies Of Exchange’.  Those who have money will give 
money, those who have time, will give time, those who have gifts and talents will give those, and 
people who will be scant in what they feel all they can give is themselves, they can give positive 
thinking and at the very least where needed, a helping hand or a smile for nothing more than for 
Love’s Own Sake!  ‘The New ‘I AM’ One World Nation’ will need all of these things in a Level of 
Abundance that will lift this old world out of its misery and miscreations and into a New God 
Life!  EVERYONE, has the Gift of LOVE within them, not all choose to share that LOVE!  

But that is about to CHANGE, with your help, your participation, you’re showing others when 
something needs to be done.  What are these things, You, and You alone will decide!  
  
When they arrive at your doorstep, figuratively speaking, you will KNOW what to do.  That will 



be God Speaking Through You.  It will be your ‘Free Will’ to respond or not!  That is a Cosmic Law 
that will help Humanity Find Their New Life, Their Liberty, Freedom and Happiness.  The Law of 
Giving and Receiving! 
 


